Sentinel Newsletter
It’s the little things that make the “BIG” difference.
GENERAL BOARD MEETING
Monday, September 23, 2019 @ 7:30 PM
Bellerose Assembly of God
240-15 Hillside Avenue, Bellerose, NY 11426
AGENDA
1. Community Time
2. Meeting Called to Order
3. Pledge of Allegiance
4. Chairman’s Report — Clive Williams
5. Committee Reports
6. Elected Officials — Welcome
7. NYPD Report — Deputy Inspector Neteis Gilbert
Commanding Officer, 105 Precinct
8. Roll Call
9. Approve Minutes — June 2019

See page 20 to learn what
Chiari Malformation is.

10. Public Speaking Time
11. Adjournment

October Committee Meetings @ QCB13 Board Office:









Public Safety - Wednesday, October 2, 2019 @ 7:00 pm
Seniors & Special Needs - Thursday, October 3, 2019 @ 7:00 pm
Land Use - Monday, October 7, 2019 @ 7:30 pm
Economic Development - Wednesday, October 9, 2019 @ 7:00 pm
Transportation - Thursday, October 10, 2019 @ 7:00 pm
Parks and Environment - Tuesday, October 15, 2019 7:30 pm
Health - Thursday, October 17, 2019 @ 7:00 pm
Youth, Education & Libraries - Tuesday, October 22, 2019 @ 7:30 pm

NEXT GENERAL BOARD MEETING, Monday, October 28, 2019
Bellerose Assembly of God
240-15 Hillside Avenue, Bellerose, NY 11426

Liquor Licenses


Blue Light Cafe (Renewal)
271-21 Union Turnpike, New Hyde Park



Towers On The Green (Renewal)
272-48 Grand Central Parkway, Floral Park



Dacade Restaurant & Catering (New Application)
220-17 Merrick Boulevard, Laurelton



VIP Club at NS Towers
272-86 Grand Central Parkway, Floral Park



Dickens Louizaire (New Application)
245-11 Francis Lewis Boulevard, Rosedale



American Airlines (Renewal)
JFK International Airport



Holiday Inn (New Application)
248-06 Rockaway Boulevard, Rosedale



PZA (Renewal)
JFK International Airport, Terminal 1, Unit 17



Secrets (Renewal)
245-11 Francis Lewis Boulevard, Rosedale



Sodexo Operations, LLC (New Application)
JFK International Airport, Terminal 4, Space #419.300
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Rhonda Kontner, Chair
Lorraine Gittens-Bridges,
Vice Chair

Michael O’Keeffe, Chair
Robert Glover,
Vice Chair

Public Safety Committee Meeting
Wednesday, September 4, 2019—1st Monday
Liquor Licenses:
 VIP Club at North Shore Towers — renewal approved
 Cormier Restaurant and Lounge, Queens Village — new application approved
 Several establishments on the agenda did not show up. If an establishment does not show up
or contact the Board over several months, the District Manager will write a letter to the State
Liquor Authority (SLA) stating that QCB 13 is unable to support the application.
Community Concerns:
 Several members of Southeast Queens communities attended to express their opposition to
the possibility that several new liquor stores may be opening. One such application is already
on file with the SLA. A petition expressing opposition was also produced. The Public Safety
Committee Chair stated that the committee does not have a formal role in approving liquor
store applications, but that the concerns of the community are taken seriously. There is a
delicate balance between community concerns and the legal rights of property owners and
those who lease property. The committee directed the District Manager to notify the SLA of the
concerns expressed by community members. Members of the involved communities said they
would try to contact the landlords involved.
 A community member expressed concern about a vacant house in Bellerose that appears to
be occupied by squatters. Lieutenant DiPreta and Sergeant Collins from the 105th Precinct
took down the information and will determine the appropriate action.
Youth, Education & Libraries Committee Meeting
Tuesday, September 10, 2019 – 2nd Tuesday









Discussion began with School Diversity Advisory Group's recommendation that all gifted and
talented programs be eliminated.
Our committee did not agree with the SDAG’s recommendation; however, we would like to
see more programs in District #29.
District # 29 needs resources in all schools.
There were parent leaders present who discussed the history of District #29.
District #29 funding does not appear to match the taxable income of its residents.
What is our perception of the correlation between education and income?
Further discussion on Campus Magnet re-unification - no one seems to feel that will happen.
The committee agreed that all High Schools should offer four math and four science courses in
order to prepare students for college.
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Americana Series – Entry One:
College Football
NFL football is America’s most popular sport. Most can relate to our home team Giants and Jets, and have
knowledge of the Dallas Cowboys, New England Patriots and Oakland (soon to be Las Vegas) Raiders.
However, the players on these teams come from essentially what is a minor league known as NCAA Football.
Beginning at the end of August and ending with the National Championship Game on the Monday night after
New Year’s Day, college football dominates television from noon to midnight on Saturdays. There is a small
hiatus between Thanksgiving and the “Bowl Season” in December.
There are five Power Conferences: Atlantic Coast Conference, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12 and Southeastern
Conference. There are 130 schools in the Division I Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS), and each team can provide
financial aid or full scholarships to 85 players.
College football is incredibly important to many of the communities where these schools are located as on a
Saturday home game the stadium has the largest population in the state. The university is the community as
exemplified by places like Tuscaloosa Alabama, Corvallis Oregon, Manhattan Kansas and Norman Oklahoma.
Think: Country Music. There are stadiums that hold over 100,000 screaming fans; by comparison, CitiField and
Yankee Stadium hold 42,000.
Each Conference – indeed, each University – has its own traditions, colors, mascots and school songs. Alumni
take tremendous pride in supporting their alma maters, especially on Homecoming Weekend. Before the
game there is “tailgating” where portable grills are put up for steaks, burgers, hotdogs with the accompanying
beer. Some of the students paint their faces in the school’s colors. In general, a home game Saturday is a really
big deal.
Unlike New York City where we have 6 professional franchises in the 3 most popular sports (football, baseball
and basketball), many of these places in the Midwest, southwest, northwest and deep south have no
professional franchises. The college football team becomes the event 5 – 6 times each fall. There is a mania - as
the term “fan” is short for “fanatic” – that surrounds the success or lack thereof of the local university team, and
the stories surrounding games and players take on a legendary status that is passed on from generation to
generation.
Every week the top 25 teams are ranked. This is important because it provides guidance on what [Corporate]
Bowl the team can play in December. There are 40 post-season Bowl games, with the top 4 teams playing in
the College Football Playoffs, this year’s semi-finals being the Fiesta Bowl and Peach Bowl. Other Bowl games of
note are the Rose Bowl, Orange Bowl, Sugar Bowl and Gator Bowl. The Bowl games are held mostly in warm
places – Florida, California, Arizona, New Orleans – so teams and their fans make the event into a mini
vacation.
A conference will receive $6 million for each team that is selected for the semifinal games, and $4 million
for each team that plays in a non-playoff bowl. Total payout for all Bowl games is $465 million. Student
applications to these universities increase when its football teams appear in Bowl games. The revenue is used
for women’s athletics and capital improvements at the member universities. There are instances when the
football coach is the highest paid employee in the State.
There is a lot of pressure on these “student-athletes.” Hopefully, this gives a little perspective on the hype
associated with rivalry games like the Michigan Wolverines vs. the Ohio State Buckeyes, and the Alabama
Crimson Tide against the Georgia Bulldogs. More to the point, one loss can drop a team out of contention for a
Bowl game and all of the money it brings. Remember this: the players are 17-21 years old.
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Recent Law Changes That You Should Know About

The Commercial Truck Abuse Act Goes Into Effect

Council Member Daneek Miller sponsored the Commercial Truck Abuse Act
(Int. No. 1010-A). Cosponsors include Council Members Constantinides,
Richards, Adams, Koslowitz, Holden, Vallone, Ampry-Samuel, Rose, Gjonaj,
Salamanca, Lancman, Dromm, Koo, Barron, Diaz, Deutsch, Gibson, Maisel,
Rivera, Cabrera, Van Bramer, Ayala, Kallos, Brannan, King, Chin, Moya,
Grodenchik, Rosenthal, Lander, Cumbo, Levin, Borelli and Ulrich.
The Commercial Truck Abuse act was introduced in response to numerous
constituent complaints about these huge trucks parking on residential streets,
especially near the airport. Thanks to their bill, 18-wheeler parked overnight in
residential areas will face a $400 ticket for the first offense, and a $800 ticket for
the second offence.
You are urged to call the 105 precinct and report any illegally parked trucks in
your area. These bad actors need to know that they won't be able to write off
$60 parking tickets as the cost of doing business anymore.

Fines Prior to the Commercial
Truck Abuse Act




First violation $250
Second violation within a six-month period $500

The Commercial Truck Abuse Act is enacted.
(A Local Law to amend the administrative code of the city of New York, in relation to increasing the penalties
for certain commercial vehicles parked overnight on residential streets)

Fines After the Commercial
Truck Abuse Act




First violation $400
Second violation $800
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Source: NYC Council Legistar Int 1010-2018

Hundreds of new speed cameras
go live in NYC
Slow Down!
New State legislation gives the city the green light to rapidly expand its network of speed cameras in
school zones. The cameras were previously only permitted in 140 areas — now the city can install
them in up to 750 zones. The cameras automatically photograph cars traveling more than 10 mph
above the speed limit, which is set at 25 mph on nearly all of the city’s streets. The owner of any car
caught speeding by a camera will automatically be sent a $50 ticket.
The new law also requires the cameras to be active from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. on weekdays,
rather than just when schools are in session.

According to NYC DOT’s Automated Speed Enforcement Program Report 2014-2017:

63%

17%

5/6

15%

Decrease in
speeding in
during
school hours

Decrease in
injuries in
locations with
speed cameras

People killed or
severely injured
are struck in
areas without
cameras

Less crashes after
speed cameras
installed in School
Speed Zones

Visit http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/downloads/pdf/speed-camera-report-june2018.pdf to get a copy of the report.

A driver at 40 MPH needs 300 feet to perceive, react and brake to an unexpected event – twice as
far as a driver at 25 MPH, who only needs 150 feet.
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5 Scientifically Proven Health
Benefits of Traveling Abroad

Nbcnews.com | May 19, 2017

By: Larry Alton

When was the last time you
traveled abroad? Traveling for
business is one thing, but I’m
talking about packing your
bags, logging out of your email
account and disconnecting
from your normal routine for a
week or more.
Traveling the world isn’t just fun
and exciting; there’s ample
research to suggest it’s highly
beneficial for your physical,
mental and emotional health as
well.
Check Out These Five Proven Benefits
Americans may say they like to travel, but most don’t
venture abroad very often. According to a study
published in the Hostel world Global Traveler
Report, Americans are half as likely as Europeans to go
abroad and visit more than one country.
The average resident of the UK has visited 10 countries,

“

1

Germans have seen eight, and
the French traveled to five
nations on average. But
Americans? They tend to visit
just three. In fact, 29 percent of
American adults have never
been abroad!
When citizens of the U.S. do
move past the border, most visit
Canada or Mexico. Affordability
is evidently a big factor —
about 71 percent of Americans
say it’s too expensive to leave
the country — but that’s hardly the whole story.
Given what all the travel and deal sites have to offer
today, you can travel abroad without ransacking your
piggy bank. Perhaps many Americans don’t grasp the
benefits of traveling abroad — and there are many!
Let’s dive in and take a look at some of the health
benefits that researchers have explored and verified
scientifically.

Traveling the world isn’t just fun and exciting; there’s ample
research to suggest it’s highly beneficial for your physical, mental
and emotional health as well.

2

Travel Makes You
Healthier

Travel Relieves
Stress

Although missing a connecting flight or losing baggage
in a foreign airport is sure to boost your anxiety, traveling
has been scientifically proven to lower stress levels, and
rather dramatically.

According to a joint study from the Global Commission
on Aging and Transamerica Center for Retirement
Studies, in partnership with the U.S. Travel Association,
traveling actually keeps you healthier. The study found
that women who vacation at least twice a year show a
significantly lower risk of suffering a heart attack than
those who only travel every six years or so.

According to one study, three days after taking a
vacation, travelers report feeling less anxious, more
rested and in a better mood. Interestingly, these benefits
tend to linger for weeks after the trip has ended.

The same is true for men. Men who do not take an
annual vacation show a 20 percent higher risk of death
and 30 percent greater risk of heart disease.
16
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Travel Enhances
Your Creativity

“Foreign experiences increase both cognitive flexibility
and depth and integrativeness of thought, the ability to
make deep connections between disparate forms,”
explains Adam Galinsky, a professor at Columbia
Business School who has authored a number of studies
that investigate the concrete links between creativity
and international travel.

Most people tend to be happier when they’re traveling
and don’t have to worry about work, of course.
However, one of the more interesting takeaways from a
Cornell University study is that people also experience a
direct increase in happiness from just planning a trip.

The study found that the anticipation of taking a
vacation is far greater than the anticipation of acquiring
a physical possession. Thus, the benefits of traveling
abroad begin well before the trip does.

Travel alone isn’t enough, however. Galinsky has found
that international travelers have to be purposeful about
engaging.
“The key, critical process is multicultural engagement,
immersion and adaptation,” he continues. “Someone
who lives abroad and doesn’t engage with the local
culture will likely get less of a creative boost than
someone who travels abroad and really engages in the
local environment.”

“

Where Will Your Travels Take You This Year?
So there are clear, scientifically-backed health benefits
of traveling the world. Mentally, physically and
emotionally, you can gain a lot from packing your bags
and visiting places you’ve never been. But where will
you go? Thousands of places across the world are worth
visiting. Here are a few that should be on your radar:

Three days after taking a vacation, travelers report
feeling less anxious, more rested and in a better
mood.

5

Travel Enhances
Your Creativity



Travel Lowers the
Risk of Depression

While people tend to avoid the subject in our society,
depression is unfortunately a major problem. Millions of
Americans struggle with depression on a regular basis
and it’s not uncommon for doctors to overprescribe
medication for depression.



Luckily, healthier alternatives are available for escaping
the hopelessness of a depressed state. According to
research, travel may be one of them.



A study from the Marshfield Clinic in Wisconsin found that
women who vacation at least twice a year are less likely
to suffer from depression and chronic stress than women
who vacation less than once every two years.
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London, England. London is a must-visit city. If you’re
new to international travel and want to get your feet
wet, there’s probably no better destination. Not only
is there a lot to do in London, but it’s cheap and
easy to get to from most major U.S. cities. There’s also
no
language barrier, which is a bonus for people who
get nervous about that.
Cape Town, South Africa. The beauty of Cape Town
is astonishing. Not only is the landscape unique, but
there’s wildlife galore, including the Big Five (lion,
elephant, Cape buffalo, leopard, and rhino). There’s
much to see; whether you prefer a fast pace or slow
and easy, there’s an itinerary for you.
Lucerne, Switzerland. If you’ve never been to
Switzerland, Lucerne is a fantastic first city to
experience. Conveniently near to the Zurich airport,
the town is compact, yet lively. Not only are there
lots of attractions in the city, but you can enjoy an
array of hiking trails just outside of town.
Auckland, New Zealand. Whether you want to kayak
to a volcano, abseil down a waterfall, swim with
sharks, or tackle challenging trails on a mountain
bike, Auckland has everything an adventure lover
could ask for. Oh, and it’s also a city that teems with
good food and entertainment.

For children who are attending school or day care this summer:
Within 14 days of the first day of school
or day care — children must receive the

Within 30 days after the first day of
school or day care—parents or

first age-appropriate dose in each
immunization series to attend or remain in
school or daycare.

guardians of such children must show that
they have appointments for all
required follow-up doses. The deadlines for
follow-up doses depend on the vaccine.

For children who are attending school or day care in the fall:
Within 14 days of the first day of school
or day care — children must receive the

Within 30 days after the first day of
school or day care—parents or

first age-appropriate dose in each
immunization series to attend or remain in
school or daycare.

guardians of such children must show that
they have appointments for all
required follow-up doses. The deadlines for
follow-up doses depend on the vaccine.
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Health is a state of body.
Wellness is a state of being.
J. Stanford
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Of the many things to consider when putting up a skyscraper, wind is
among the most basic: A building’s not much good if it can’t stand
up to a stormy day, or sways so much its occupants might as well be
on a boat. But now, structural engineers, architects, and developers
in the historic heart of London have to consider not just how wind
affects their structures, but the pedestrians and cyclists below.
This month, the City of London Corporation, which governs the
"Square Mile" that’s home to the city’s financial district, issued the
UK’s first “wind microclimate guidelines,” designed to promote
walking and biking by reducing the effect of wind on the ground. The
engineering firm that helped draft the new standards is working with
major cities in North America to help them follow London’s lead.
Tall buildings accelerate wind on the ground in two ways. A series of
towers can create a sort of canyon, as on many Manhattan streets, where wind is forced through a narrow channel,
speeding it up. But even one building can have a serious effect. When wind, which flows faster at higher altitudes, hits
a structure, some of it turns downward, running along the face of the building until that downwash hits the ground
and turns again, reaching serious speeds. In 2011, a gust blew over a truck near a 32-story tower in Leeds, UK, killing a
pedestrian. An investigation found that wind speeds on the ground neared 80 mph, the equivalent of a Level 1
hurricane. The city started closing certain roads around the building on windy days, until the building owners spent
more than $1 million on mitigation measures, including large, sail-like screens around its base.
At a less extreme level, too much moving air can make public spaces unpleasant. “When you have high wind
areas, people don’t go there,” says Craig Schwitter, a structural engineer who also teaches at the Columbia
University Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation. The plaza between the World Trade Center’s
former Twin Towers in New York was a beautiful space, he says, but so windy that nobody liked being there. Outdoor
eating spaces are no fun if you can’t hold onto your napkins or newspaper.
The City of London’s guidelines specify acceptable wind levels for sitting and walking. They dictate wind-tunnel
tests and computer simulations to predict how a new building will meet those, and where measurements should be
taken—including cycling paths and points where wind speeds can change suddenly, like near building corners. While
they’re not legally binding, developers who want their projects approved by the municipal government would do
well to follow the standards, says Ender Ozkan, an engineer with wind specialist firm RWDI, who helped create them.

Over the past 2 1/2 years, his team ran studies of how wind moves through the area’s cluster of high-rises and
hosted workshops for municipal officials and industry types. They put interested parties in their wind tunnel near
London to sit, walk, and try to read the newspaper in various conditions. Based on the results, they created a modified
version of the Lawson scale, a set of criteria used mostly in the UK, which dates from the 1970s. It dictates what levels
of wind (in common conditions) are tolerable for a range of activities. Lawson said speeds between 18 and 20 mph
were fine for “business walking”—you’re not happy, but you’re safe and you’ll get where you’re going. The new scale
calls wind above 18 mph “uncomfortable,” and the guidelines say it’s only suitable for spaces where people rarely
walk. Ozkan’s team also created a new category called “frequent sitting,” with outdoor cafés and restaurants in
mind, where wind shouldn’t exceed 5.6 mph. “Occasional sitting” allows for speeds up to 9 mph, and refers to places
like public benches.
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Engineers and architects who want to tame the wind have a variety of tools at their disposal, says
Chris Letchford, who runs the civil and environmental engineering department at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute. Buildings that taper as they ascend limit how much wind they send shooting
toward the ground (and help structurally, too). The tiers of a structure like the Empire State Building
shunt down-washing air away from the building before it hits the ground. So do awnings. Open
spaces at street level limit wind speeds around New York’s Citigroup Center and London’s
“Cheese grater.” Simple things like plastic screens, movable walls, and vegetation can help block
the wind, Letchford says. “It’s not always marvelous.”
Even with these newly strict guidelines, developers in the City of London have it relatively easy: It’s not that windy
a place. Cities on large bodies of water are far gustier. But some in North America are looking to improve quality of
street life by following London’s lead. Boston, Toronto, and San Francisco are all working with Ozkan’s firm to update
their wind guidelines. In San Francisco, RWDI is gathering data to better understand how the city shapes the air—the
current model is based on data that’s more than 50 years old, when the 18-story Federal Building was the tallest thing
around.
The city has asked the firm to consider cyclists in its work, says Hanqing Wu, a
microclimate specialist who works in the firm’s Canada office. They haven’t yet put a
casual cyclist in their wind tunnel (they have done testing related to bike racing), but
may well soon, he says. And for the people who look like ants to those living way high up,
that work could make life on the ground a bit less breezy and a bit more easy.

Mitigation of Climate Change
Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions in New York
Sources of Greenhouse Gases (GHG) in New York
According to the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation efforts have been made over the past decade to
reduce the green house gas emissions that New York produces.
Now, transportation is the largest source of greenhouse gas
emissions in New York.
Transportation is currently the source of approximately 35% of New York’s green house gas emissions and growing.
New York is tackling this issue by supporting the use of electric vehicles, expanding public transportation systems and
investing in pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure that will help to reduce congestion.
The Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act CLCPA commits New York to achieving a 40% reduction in
Greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and a 85% reduction by 2050.

Bicycling could help to cut carbon
emission from urban transportation by 11%
A study by the Institute for Transportation and Development Policy found that bicycling could help to cut carbon
emission from urban transportation by 11%. For a city like New York where bicycling accounts for a small share total of
travel, this sounds like a high bar. To achieve the scenario for a 11% reduction, significant public policy commitment is
needed.
Travel by bicycle has wither plateaued or is falling in quickly developing countries. In the US and Canada, Bicycling
only accounts for about 1% of non-recreational travel.
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How Memories Form and Fade
Strong memories are encoded by teams of neurons working together in synchrony
Published: August 23, 2019
Source: California Institute of Technology
Why is it that you can remember the name of your childhood best friend that you haven't seen in years yet easily forget the name
of a person you just met a moment ago? In other words, why are some memories stable over decades, while others fade within
minutes?

Using mouse models, Caltech researchers have now
determined that strong, stable memories are encoded by
"teams" of neurons all firing in synchrony, providing
redundancy that enables these memories to persist over
time. The research has implications for understanding how
memory might be affected after brain damage, such as
by strokes or Alzheimer's disease.

Gonzalez explains: "Imagine you have a long and
complicated story to tell. In order to preserve the story,
you could tell it to five of your friends and then
occasionally get together with all of them to re-tell the
story and help each other fill in any gaps that an
individual had forgotten. Additionally, each time you
re-tell the story, you could bring new friends to learn and
therefore help preserve it and strengthen the memory. In
The work was done in the laboratory of Carlos Lois, an analogous way, your own neurons help each other out
research professor of biology, and is described in a paper to encode memories that will persist over time."
that appears in the August 23 of the journal Science. Lois
is also an affiliated faculty member of the Tianqiao and Memory is so fundamental to human behavior that any
impairment to memory can severely impact our daily life.
Chrissy Chen Institute for Neuroscience at Caltech.
Memory loss that occurs as part of normal aging can be a
Led by postdoctoral scholar Walter Gonzalez, the team significant handicap for senior citizens. Moreover, memory
developed a test to examine mice's neural
loss caused by several diseases, most notably
activity as they learn about and remember
Alzheimer's, has devastating consequences
a new place. In the test, a mouse was
that can interfere with the most basic routines
placed in a straight enclosure, about 5
including
r e c o gn iz i n g
r e l a t iv e s
or
feet long with white walls. Unique symbols
remembering the way back home. This work
marked different locations along the walls
suggests that memories might fade more
-- for example, a bold plus sign near the
rapidly as we age because a memory is
right-most end and an angled slash near
encoded by fewer neurons, and if any of these
the center. Sugar water (a treat for mice)
neurons fail, the memory is lost. The study
was placed at either end of the track.
suggests that one day, designing treatments
While the mouse explored, the researchers
that could boost the recruitment of a higher
measured the activity of specific neurons
number of neurons to encode a memory could
in the mouse hippocampus (the region of the brain where help prevent memory loss.
new memories are formed) that are known to encode for
"For years, people have known that the more you
places.
practice an action, the better chance that you will
When an animal was initially placed in the track, it was remember it later," says Lois. "We now think that this is
unsure of what to do and wandered left and right until it likely, because the more you practice an action, the
came across the sugar water. In these cases, single higher the number of neurons that are encoding the
neurons were activated when the mouse took notice of a action. The conventional theories about memory storage
symbol on the wall. But over multiple experiences with the postulate that making a memory more stable requires the
track, the mouse became familiar with it and strengthening of the connections to an individual neuron.
remembered the locations of the sugar. As the mouse Our results suggest that increasing the number of neurons
became more familiar, more and more neurons were that encode the same memory enables the memory to
activated in synchrony by seeing each symbol on the persist for longer."
wall. Essentially, the mouse was recognizing where it was
with respect to each unique symbol.
The paper is titled "Persistence of neuronal representations
To study how memories fade over time, the researchers through time and damage in the hippocampus." In
then withheld the mice from the track for up to 20 days. addition to Gonzalez and Lois, co-authors are
Upon returning to the track after this break, mice that had undergraduate Hanwen Zhang and former lab technician
formed strong memories encoded by higher numbers of Anna Harutyunyan. Funding was provided by the
neurons remembered the task quickly. Even though some American Heart Association, the Della Martin Foundation,
neurons showed different activity, the mouse's memory of
the Burroughs Wellcome Fund, and a BRAIN Initiative
the track was clearly identifiable when analyzing the
activity of large groups of neurons. In other words, using grant from the National Institute of Neurological Disorders
groups of neurons enables the brain to have redundancy and Stroke.
and still recall memories even if some of the original
neurons fall silent or are damaged.
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Clive Williams, Chair, cwilliams@qcb13.org
Angela Augugliaro, First Vice Chair

Marcia O’Brien, Second Vice Chair

Anup Ramnauth, Treasurer

Jerry Wind, Executive Secretary

BOARD MEMBERS
Bellaire

Floral Park

North Shore Towers

Springfield Gardens

Anup Ramnauth

Charles Farruggia

Felice Hannah

Fay Hill

Bellerose

Seymour Finkelstein
Rhonda Kontner
Deepa Patel

Queens Village

Curlene Nelson

Angela Augugliaro
Corey Bearak
James Delaney
Richard Hellenbrecht
Michael O’Keeffe
Ashok Satkalmi
Lourdes Villanueva-Hartrick
Jerry Wind

Cambria Heights
Bryan Block
Barbara Clements
Tanya Cruz
Jonathan Logan
Celeste Powers
Steven Taylor
Clive Williams
Nantasha Williams

Mohamood Ishmael
Andy Laine
Peter Richards
Nagassar Ramgarib
Perminder Thiara

Glen Oaks
Anthony Kuncheria
Mathew Thomas

Rosedale
Laurelton

Kyle Bragg

Alain Berrouet
Sylvia Cothia

Delroy Dawkins
Derrick DeFlorimonte

Bess DeBetham
Robert Glover
Bonnie Huie
Jackie Wilson

Samuel Ellliott
Vernal Holder
Franck Joseph
Kangela Moore
Marcia O’Brien
Lorraine Gittens-Bridges
Tameka Pierre-Louis

New Hyde Park
Pritpal Singh Walia

Rosh Hashanah: Sept. 30 — Oct. 1

Simchas Torah: October 22

Yom Kippur: October 9

Diwali: October 27

Columbus Day: October 14

All Saints Day: November 1

Succoth (2 Days): Oct. 14 — Oct. 15

Election Day: November 5

Shemini Atzereth: October 21

Veterans Day: November 11

Wayanda
Isa Avery
Are you a passionate
and engaged
community member
who is dedicated to
making a difference in
your neighborhood?

Call the Queens
Borough President’s
Office to apply.
718.286.3000.

CONTACT US
Mark McMillan, District Manager, mmcmillan@qcb13.org
Maxine Brannon, Community Coordinator, mbrannon@qcb13.org
Corey Ince, Community Assistant, cince@qcb13.org
Twitter.com/QueensCB13
Facebook.com/QCB13

QCB13 Board Office is located at
219-41 Jamaica Avenue, Queens Village, 11428
Phone 718.464.9700
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Web qcb13.org

